
Inverse problems course exam Published on March 17, 2017
Lecturer: Samuli Siltanen

This is a home exam. You are supposed to work alone; please do not collaborate or
discuss your solutions with anyone.

Return your solutions by email to Samuli.Siltanen@helsinki.fi no later than
12 o’clock noon on Monday, March 27, 2017. Instructions about the form of the
material to be sent is given below in connection to each problem.

If you have practical questions about how to complete this home exam, please
contact me by email. I will publish the questions and answers on the course website.

1. How to return the solution to this problem? Send a scanned pdf
document of your hand-written answer by email.
Consider a computational model Af = m with f ∈ Rn and m ∈ Rk. Assume
given a data vector m̃ ∈ Rk. Regarding the inverse problem, we would like to
find a mapping R : Rk → Rn so that R(m̃) would satisfy AR(m̃) = m̃, but
the construction of R may be an ill-posed problem.

(a) Write down such a matrix A and such a vector m̃ that the construction
of R encounters problems with Hadamard’s uniqueness condition. Take
as small k and n as you can.

(b) Write down such a matrix A and such a vector m̃ that the construction
of R encounters problems with Hadamard’s existence condition. Take as
small k and n as you can.

(c) Is it possible to give a finite-dimensional example of a matrixA and a vec-
tor m̃ that the construction of R encounters problems with Hadamard’s
stability condition? Why or why not?

(d) Write down the definition of a regularization strategy, following Definition
3.4.1 of the textbook. Explain in your own words (in less than one page)
the idea of formula (3.11).
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2. How to return the solution to this problem? Use LATEX to write a
pdf document containing your answers including the required plots.
Send the pdf and your Matlab codes as email attachments.
Let f : [0,∞)→ R. The Laplace transform F of f is defined by

F (s) =

∫ ∞
0

e−stf(t)dt, s ∈ C, (1)

provided that the integral converges. The direct problem is to determine F for
a given function f according to (1). The inverse problem is: given a Laplace
transform F , find the corresponding function f .

Assume we know the values of F at these real-valued points:

0 < s1 < s2 < . . . < sn <∞.

Then we may approximate the integral in (1) for example with the trapezoidal
rule as∫ ∞

0

e−stf(t)dt ≈ tk
k

(
1

2
e−st1f(t1) + e−st2f(t2) + e−st3f(t3) + . . .

+e−stk−1f(tk−1) +
1

2
e−stkf(tk)

)
,

(2)

where vector t = [t1 t2 . . . tk]
T ∈ Rk, 0 ≤ t1 < t2 < . . . < tk, contains

the points at which the unknown function f will be evaluated. By denoting
f` = f(t`), ` = 1, . . . , k, and mj = F (sj), j = 1, . . . , n, and using (2), we get
a linear model of the form m = Af + ε with

A =
tk
k


1
2
e−s1t1 e−s1t2 e−s1t3 . . . e−s1tk−1 1

2
e−s1tk

1
2
e−s2t1 e−s2t2 e−s2t3 . . . e−s2tk−1 1

2
e−s2tk

...
...

1
2
e−snt1 e−snt2 e−snt3 . . . e−sntk−1 1

2
e−sntk

 . (3)

(a) Do a little literature study and explain in your own words what is the
Laplace transform good for. Where is it used? The answer can be short,
like half a page or so.

(b) Compute numerically and plot the Laplace transform of

f(t) =

{
1, for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,
0, otherwise,

in an interval that nicely shows the crucial shape of the function.

(b) Construct matrix A given by (3) for a suitable choice of points t` and sj.
Compute and plot the singular values of A. Do you detect ill-posedness?

(c) Use truncated SVD to compute the inverse Laplace transform of f . Plot
the result and compute the relative error.
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3. How to return the solution to this problem? Use LATEX to write a
pdf document containing your answers including the required plots.
Send the pdf and your Matlab codes as email attachments.

Download the files
recon_Haar_comp.m
scale01.m
Smu_wavelet_oper.m
Smu.m
wavetrans2D_inv.m
wavetrans2D.m
wavetrans2Donce_inv.m
wavetrans2Donce.m
from the course website. They can be used to solve the sparsity-promoting
variational regularization problem

fµ = argmin
f∈Rn

{
‖Af − m̃‖22 + µ

n∑
ν=1

|(W f)ν |

}
, (4)

where W f ∈ Rn denotes the wavelet coefficients of f organized as a vertical
vector.

(a) Use the Matlab routines available at the course website to simulate parallel-
beam tomographic data with projection angles (in degrees)

0◦, 13◦, 24◦, 31◦, 35◦, 48◦, 55◦, 70◦, 82◦, 97◦,

105◦, 110◦, 120◦, 130◦, 140◦, 150◦, 160◦, 169◦, 178◦.

Simulate the data for a 128×128 image; avoid inverse crime by computing
at higher resolution and downsampling. The target is the custom-made
SqPhantom.m rectangle image we designed together.

(b) Compute the Haar wavelet sparsity of the SqPhantom.m rectangle image
(use D = 5 in the transform) at resolution 128×128. In other words, find
out how many of the 1282 = 16384 wavelet coefficients are significantly
different from zero.

(c) Use the S-curve method described in the article
http://www.siltanen-research.net/publ/HamalainenKallonenKolehmainenLassasNiinimakiSiltanen2013.pdf

to choose the regularization parameter µ. Summarizing, compute the
reconstruction by solving (4) for a variety of values of µ > 0, calcula-
te the number of nonzero wavelet coefficients in each reconstruction, and
find the µ value that leads to approximately the same number of nonzero
wavelet coefficients you computed in (b).
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